
OFFICE FURNITURE

Faber Interiors' office offer allows you to completely furnish both large and small offices of different standards.

We also offer a full range for the increasingly popular home office positions. 

Our furniture is elegant, durable and ergonomic. Using our furnishings provides comfort and improves work efficiency
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 WORKPLACE FURNITUREOffice furniture designed for modern spaces 

or models referring home design 

are available in a wide range of variants,

 making it possible to arrange workplaces 

of different nature- both standard and home office. 

Electrically raised desks are suitable for 

both in classic interiors, as well as modern ones. 

Functionally they meet the requirements 

of new forms of organization: 

coworking, hot-desks and flexible offices. 

They allow you to work in sit/stand mode. 

Classic lovers can choose a corner desk or 

a traditional office desk. 

Each model is distinguished by precision 

workmanship and high quality of materials used. 

The employee furniture we offer 

meets principles of ergonomics and functionality, 

and their design complements 

the arrangement of the entire interior.



 CHIEF’S OFFICE FURNITUREThe design of the office and cabinet desk

standing in it are important elements 

of the process of building the image 

of a modern leader. 

The selection of appropriate furniture

 is key to achieving the desired effect. 

For the heads of companies operating in industries 

based on traditional values 

we suggest desks with a classic design. 

Innovators who are not afraid of challenges 

can reach for for a modern office desk, 

indicating the innovativeness and courage 

of its owner's actions. 

Electric height adjustment of the desktop

 is an additional asset, increasing comfort 

and streamlining daily work.

Complementary accessories such as organizers,

media boxes or cable management systems

will not only improve order, but also  raise 

the aesthetics of this very important place.



 SEATSWhile choosing seats for the office, 

it is worth taking into account 

the purpose of furniture of this type. 

Functional office chairs remain an indispensable

 piece of equipment ergonomic workstation. 

They allow free movement while 

simultaneously stabilization of the spine.

The investment in this product range 

is in fact a concern for the efficiency

 and productivity of employees.

In relaxation and leisure areas, 

seats are designed to promote relaxation, 

but also provide a boost of positive energy. 

When set up in reception areas, 

they allow positively initiate 

contact of guests with the company, 

contributing to build favorable first impression. 

In open space areas, on the other hand

 provide a place to relax or work 

in a more relaxed environment. 

Depending on the model - and the color! - our 

seating collection suits different needs.



CONFERENCE FURNITUREThe conference room is a special place.

It's where ideas are born.  

This is where colleagues discuss

projects and analyze data.

It is a place full of focus and a very 

demanding space in terms of furniture. 

The conference furniture here

used must fully meet the

the needs of teamwork.

We provide flexible solutions.

We offer both individual 

conference tables of various shapes

and sizes, as well as modular 

conference table systems.

 Our solutions allow for a variety of 

arrangements of space and adaptation of interiors

for meetings of both large and small

teams, as well as for the organization of

remote conferences or

auditorium lectures. 

 



 RECEPTIONSThe reception desk is a showcase of every company,

regardless of its size.

This is the place where the customer comes 

into contact right after entering the office.

Many things are handled at the reception,

therefore it should be not only

representative, but also comfortable and functional.

The reception counters we offer

are characterized by elegant minimalism.

Thanks to the possibility of using

backlighting and original

design they focus attention, and at the same time

do not overwhelm the interior and do not 

dominate it.

A number of technological solutions

used in the construction of the furniture

facilitates work and access to office equipment,

 and the modularity of the component parts

allows you to create fully adapted positions

to individual customer needs.

Our counters are distinguished by their style

and the freedom to configure both

as for functions and colors.



ACUSTICAn important part of our offer are

products with acoustic properties,

ensuring privacy of conversations and enhancing

possibility of concentration.

Cabins and panels will work well in offices

 and public places - everywhere,

where noise can make conversation difficult.

The acoustic booth system makes it possible to 

designate comfortable and multi-purpose 

spaces.  Depending on your needs, they can 

become an office phone booth or a comfortable 

meeting place for 2-4 people, creating conditions 

both for focused work, 

important conversations or team brainstorming. 

Built-in lighting and quiet ventilation ensure 

optimal conditions, while the absence of a floor 

makes it easy to run cables and set up the system.

In noisy environments such as

open spaces or passageways,

allows you to concentrate in silence

or confidentiality of conversations,

becoming an alternative to rooms

 conference and meeting rooms.
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